Online Annual General Meeting
Sunday May 1, 2022 - 1:00 pm Eastern

The 2022 MAAC AGM will be held as an online ‘web based’ meeting that will be accessible to members using a normal web
browser. Live voting will require access to email and a second browser tab on the same computer.
MAAC is requiring members to register their intent to attend the meeting, vote in advance, or assign their vote to another member by using the secure link on the member dashboard once you’ve signed in to https://secure.MAAC.ca. This is to
ensure our technology infrastructure and online meeting system is accessible, functional, and practical for the number of attendees we will have.
The electronic ballots and login information for the meeting will be available on your member dashboard.
AGM Registration Deadline – Midnight EDT, April 22, 2022
Paper Copy Open or Closed Proxy deadline – 4:00pm EDT April 28, 2022
Registering for the AGM

How to Attend

MAAC members can register for the AGM through a link on their
member dashboard. Log in to your member account at maac.ca
to see your member dashboard. Click on the “2022 MAAC Annual General Meeting (AGM) Registration” link to register to attend
the meeting, vote in advance of the meeting, or assign your vote
to another member.

The Annual General Meeting will be held as a web-based meeting that will require attendees to have a reliable internet connection, a basic web browser, and audio output. Members who wish to
ask questions or make statements during the AGM should include
those in the AGM registration form on the MAAC website. Submitted comments and questions will be curated, combined, and sent
out with the meeting login information.
There will be an un-moderated chat window where attendees can
have an open discussion, but this will not be monitored for questions for the meeting.

MAAC Virtual Annual General Meeting Agenda
Sunday May 1, 2022 - 1 :00 p.m. EST
Note: Only bold items are voted on by the membership

There will be a ‘questions’ tab available to submit official questions
to the meeting that will be presented by the moderator and addressed.

Call to order
Opening Remarks
Establish Quorum

How to Vote

Review Agenda

Electronic Closed Proxy: Members wishing to vote in advance of
the meeting can request a closed proxy by logging in to your account on https://secure.maac.ca and clicking on AGM Registration
link on your Dashboard. A personalized voting link will be available
on your Dashboard. You can cast your advance ballot right up to
the start of the meeting.

Introduction of 2022 Board of Directors
Approval of 2021 AGM Minutes (attached)
Business Arising from the Minutes
Presentation of the President’s Report (attached)

Electronic Open Proxy: Members can assign their vote to another member who is attending and voting live at the AGM using the
Open Proxy option found by following the secure MAAC AGM
Registration link on your Dashboard at https://secure.maac.ca.

Presentation of 2021 Audited Financial Report (attached)
Presentation of 2022 Board Approved Budget (attached)

Appoint 2021 auditors BLR as Auditors for 2022

Live Voting during the AGM: Members wishing to vote live during
the AGM must register using the AGM Registration form found by
following the secure MAAC AGM Registration link on your Dashboard at https://secure.maac.ca. A personalized voting link will be
available on your Dashboard. You can cast your advance ballot right
up to the start of the meeting. Members will need to be able to access email and two web browser windows during the meeting.

Resolutions (attached)
Presentation of Recommendations (attached)
Announce Date & Location of 2023 AGM
Otherwise unaddressed comments from members
Adjournment

Paper Open and Closed Proxy Form: Members can still use the
traditional paper proxy form (page 2) and send it to the office, but
we strongly encourage use of the electronic voting system.
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OPEN PROXY
This proxy will allow
MAAC #
to vote on my behalf at the Annual General Meeting of
the Model Aeronautics Association of Canada, held May 1, 2022 according to his/her discretion.
Name

MAAC #

Zone

Signed

Date

CLOSED PROXY
This proxy form will allow the MAAC Secretary/Treasurer to deliver my vote in the fashion described at the Annual General Meeting of the
Model Aeronautics Association of Canada, held May 1, 2022.
This form must be completed in its entirety or it will be invalid for use at the Annual General Meeting.
Name

MAAC #

Zone

Signed

Date

2021 AGM Minutes		

❑ For

❑ Against

❑ Abstain

2022 Board Approved Budget		

❑ For

❑ Against

❑ Abstain

Appoint BLR as Auditors for 2022		

❑ For

❑ Against

❑ Abstain

1. Standing Committee Chairmen

❑ For

❑ Against

❑ Abstain

2. Revise By-Law and Policy regarding Discipline

❑ For

❑ Against

❑ Abstain

3. Presidential Term of Office		

❑ For

❑ Against

❑ Abstain

4. Policy for required content in meeting minutes

❑ For

❑ Against

❑ Abstain

5. Policy on supplying member email addresses when properly requested

❑ For

❑ Against

❑ Abstain

6. Remove 7d (Quorum) from the By-laws and replace with new requirement

❑ For

❑ Against

❑ Abstain

7. Disband the Executive Committee		

❑ For

❑ Against

❑ Abstain

8. Remove Treasurer Bond requirement from policy

❑ For

❑ Against

❑ Abstain

9. Add Treasurer Job Description to the Policy Manual

❑ For

❑ Against

❑ Abstain

10. Add Executive Director Job Description to the Policy Manual

❑ For

❑ Against

❑ Abstain

11. Change Policy 14.01.07 on sanctioning fields and events

❑ For

❑ Against

❑ Abstain

12. Change Policy to include Temporary Memberships

❑ For

❑ Against

❑ Abstain

13. Remove reference to Head Office from by-law 6 b (2)(iv)

❑ For

❑ Against

❑ Abstain

14. Remove article 9e and 9f from the by-laws (Zone Director Voting)

❑ For

❑ Against

❑ Abstain

15. Remove article 9e from the by-laws (Zone Director Voting)

❑ For

❑ Against

❑ Abstain

Resolutions:

If you do not intend to vote online, this completed proxy form must arrive at the MAAC Head Office no later than April 28, 2022.

By Mail: Model Aeronautics Association of Canada Unit 9, 5100 South Service Rd. Burlington, ON L7L 6A5
Scan and Email to: office@MAAC.ca
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2021 Virtual MAAC Annual General Meeting
May 2, 2022
Call to Order: Adam Maas, SE Ontario Zone Director and chairman
of the Virtual AGM Ad Hoc committee called the meeting to order
at 1:00 pm. Adam gave instructions on how members present could
participate and vote during the meeting.
Quorum: Quorum (April 30, 8285 open members, 414 needed for
quorum) was established with 6,934 members represented live or via
proxy was verified by Sec/Treas. Linda Patrick.
Review of Agenda: Adam reviewed the agenda sent to all members.
Introductions: President Peter Schaffer introduced the Board
of Directors: Roger Ganley, Alberta/NW Territories; Cato Hansen,
Atlantic (Executive Member at Large); Roly Worsfold, British Columbia
Interior; Randy Hepner, Manitoba/Northwestern Ontario; Roy Rymer,
Middle Ontario; Kevin McGrath, Northern Ontario; Mike Anderson,
Ottawa Valley; John Deadman, South West BC (Executive Member at
Large); Jean-Paul LeGuilcher, Quebec (Executive Member at Large);
Steve Woloz, St Lawrence; Grant Robinson, Saskatchewan; Adam
Maas, South East Ontario and Frank Klenk, South West Ontario (Vice
President).
Approval of 2020 AGM Minutes: It was moved by John Deadman
#26518 to approve the December 13, 2020, Annual General Meeting
minutes, seconded by Mark Betuzzi #26605L.
Fabien Gagne #87950 twice requested his question/statement
regarding Zone Director voting be included in the 2020 AGM minutes.
The question/statement was not dealt with during the business of the
2020 AGM meeting and so does not appear in the minutes.
The vote was called. The motion carried 6,152 for, 1992 against
(8144 votes cast).
Business Arising from the Minutes: None.
President’s Report: Peter noted that his report was published in the
Nov/Dec 2020 issue of MAC Magazine.
2020 Audited Financial Report: Mike Anderson presented a PowerPoint review of the Financials included with the AGM agenda. Mike
is chairman of the Financial Group that is yet to be officially appointed
and presented the qualifications of all three of the group members.
There were no questions regarding review of the Financials.
Proposed Budget for 2021: It was moved by Jean Paul LeGuilcher
#17859 to approve the proposed 2021 Budget, seconded by Denis
Miller #63439.
Edmund Liem #51407 asked if FAI funds had been moved to MAAC
General Funds. Mike Anderson responded that there will be a discussion between interested parties and the financial group in the nottoo-distant future. Linda responded that FAI funds remain in the FAI
Bank Account as usual.
Richard Byers #14621L asked why we continue to mail out Model
Aviation Canada magazine, cost savings for postage could be realized.
Adam Maas responded that this might be better discussed during the
unaddressed comments session at the end of the meeting.

and everything is consistent.
Larry Maltman #30394L when are the funds for FAI spent, before
or after the funds are used (budget line items versus restricted funds).
Mike Anderson responded that FAI fund money is spent strictly on
Teams travelling to World Competition and repeated that discussion
needed to happen to get all on the same page as to FAI funds and
spending, terminology, and information.
There were no further questions. The motion carried 6951 for, 1197
against (8148 votes cast).
Appoint Auditor for 2021: The board has been asked to seek quotes
from other auditors and the new financial group, once formalized, will
undertake seeking quotes for future audits. For 2021 we ask that BLR,
our 2020 Auditors be appointed for 2021. It was moved by Jean Paul
LeGuilcher #17859 to appoint BLR LLP as auditor for 2021, seconded by
Dennis Miller #63439.
Steve Woloz #7877L asked why we did not accept the quote given
for the 2021 audit cycle? Linda responded that she recalls paperwork,
but no amounts given, however the board has decided that we continue with BLR for 2021 and with the assistance of the Financial Group
seek quotes for 2022 and future.
Jean Dorais #50400 asked what happens if the motion is defeated.
Linda responded that she was unsure as it has not happened in her
experience.
Leslie Farkas #21370 noted that the quote given to the board from
a Peterborough company was for $8,000, so Linda’s response was
incorrect. Adam Maas responded that the quote was received and
considered by the board, there were two issues with it, it was a quote
for the 2020 audit which had already been assigned to BLR and the
due date for the audit was June 30th. The board could have resolved
the issues but decided to table it until after the AGM as time was short
for putting out notice of meeting and look at it for the 2022 cycle.
Max Perez #22397 asked what if the motion is not passed. Keith
Bennett responded that if the motion does not pass then a special
meeting would have to be called to choose an auditor for 2021.
There were no further questions. The motion carried 6143 for, 2006
against (8149 votes cast).
Jean Dorais #50400 asked why numbers were not being announced
for the votes. Adam Maas explained that we know the number of
votes and the threshold needed for pass or failure of each item. When
the necessary threshold has been met the results are announced by the
scrutineers, however it takes time for all the votes to come in and we
do not have actual final numbers until the end of the meeting.
Actual numbers for the voting will be provided to the secretary by
the scrutineers and recorded in the minutes.
There was a ten-minute break from 1:49 pm to 1:59 pm.

Julien Bourdeau #95838 asked why Building Expenses are up. Linda
responded that there are normal increases to Condo fees, heat/air, etc.
2022 MAAC AGM Notice of Meeting
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Resolutions
Keith Bennett #4623L explained the process for Resolutions and
Recommendations, how they come about, and how they are dealt
with. Keith will summarize the “Opinion” included in the notice of
meeting and the recommendation of the board for disposition of each
resolution. The Resolution/Recommendation report is attached to
these minutes as well.
#1 – Weighted Voting at Board of Directors Meetings: The recommendation of the board is to not support the resolution.
Roy Rymer #61172L moved the resolution be accepted, seconded by
Lloyd Hayes #95227.
The motion was defeated 807 for, 7341 against (8148 votes cast).

Grant Robinson #26561 moved the resolution be accepted, seconded
by J. Shane Lafreniere #0272.
Mark Betuzzi #26605L commented on the advancements of software and software used by groups he belongs to. The software being
used for the Board and AGM meetings works fine.
Kevin Backs #97467 commented that it makes sense not to name
specific software.
Steve Woloz #7877L noted that the resolution shown is not as
proposed. Keith Bennett responded that it is correct as far as we know,
and the resolution was shown on the screen again.
There were no further comments or questions.
The motion was defeated 2036 for, 6112 against (8148 votes cast).

#2 – New Business at Board of Directors Meetings: recommendation of the board is to not support the resolution.

#6 – Change composition of MAAC BOD Executive Committee:
recommendation of the board is to not support the resolution.

Kevin Backs #97467 moved the resolution be accepted, seconded by
J. Shane Lafreniere #0272.

Dave Loveday #7073 moved the resolution be accepted, seconded
by Cato Hansen #61451L.

Fabien Gagne #87950 asked the president to explain why he thinks
this resolution was presented. Peter Schaffer responded that there are
a couple of directors who are unhappy with the way the agenda is put
together. Peter explained the process for putting the agenda together
and how directors may have input.

Steve Woloz #7877L asked why the rational behind the motions was
not being read. Keith Bennett responded that it was included in the full
text in the notice of meeting.

Fabien asked why the board is not supporting the resolution. Keith
Bennett responded that the question was answered in the “Opinion”
in the notice of meeting. Board members have the ability to propose
new business, there is a policy/procedure for doing so. Peter added
that not all agenda items come from board members, some come
from committees with documentation to be considered by the board.
Some directors do not like the order of agenda items, some items
take precedence due to timing, some items need legal opinion before
being discussed. The agenda is put together with the most important
items first, and anything not dealt with appear first on the next agenda
barring any unforeseen issues that might arise.
Steve Woloz #7877L commented that the president does not easily
allow board members to present new business even when advance
notice has been presented. Peter responded that the statement is
incorrect, when items for the agenda come in, there is a to do list kept
and sent to the board with the agenda showing items dealt with and
outstanding. For each meeting the ones needing to be dealt with first
are picked.
There were no further comments or questions.
The motion was defeated 2027 for, 6117 against (8144 votes cast).
#3 – Prioritization of items for the Board Agenda: recommendation of the board is to not support the resolution.
Grant Robinson #26561 moved the resolution be accepted, seconded
by Cato Hansen #61451L.
Mark Betuzzi #26605L commented that this is almost verbatim
resolution #2.
The motion was defeated 843 for, 7305 against (8148 votes cast).
#4 – Virtual Meetings: recommendation of the board is to not
support the resolution.
Dennis Miller #63439 moved the resolution be accepted, seconded
by J. Shane Lafreniere #0272.
It was asked why the board recommends to not support. Response
was that this is already done, it is redundant at this point.
The motion was defeated 2036 for, 6112 against (8148 votes cast).
#5 – Selecting Best of Class Software for Virtual Meetings: recommendation of the board is to not support the resolution.
2022 MAAC AGM Notice of Meeting

Randal Thomas #9928 asked what the difference was between the
Executive and the Board. Keith Bennett responded that the Executive
committee is elected by the board from amongst the directors, the
president, Vice president and three members at large. The board is
responsible for the overall running of the organization, the executive
committee is responsible for the day-to-day operations.
There was further comment and back and forth between Steve
Woloz and President Peter Schaffer regarding not reading the rational.
It was reiterated that the full rational for all motions was included in
the agenda package.
Randy Hepner #73393 asked can the moderator ask whether
questions or statements are allowed in questions or chat. Adam Maas
responded that questions or statements related to the matter at hand
will be read, any others will be handled at the end of the meeting. Chat
is for the members, and they may communicate as they so wish.
The motion was defeated 2012 for, 6134 against (8146 votes cast).
#7 – MAAC Flying Field Sanctions: recommendation of the board
is to not support the resolution. Grant Robinson #26561 moved the
resolution be accepted, seconded by Mike Anderson #17752L. Max
Perez #22397 asked which document was referenced, Adam responded
MPPD 11.
Stephen Goldring #18811 requested a synopsis of MPPD 11. Randy
Hepner #73393 responded that MPPD 11 is a work in progress, currently working on Revision 3 and deals with sanction/de-sanction of a
flying field. Final version to be presented the board in early May.
Dennis Miller #63439 asked if the zone director is still given control.
Adam Maas responded that the current draft of MPPD 11 does give an
extra layer of control by the board of the process.
Fabien Gagne #87950 asked if the document could be presented
so that the assembly can make an informed decision. Adam Maas
responded that the document is currently in draft form and cannot
be presented at this time. Randy Hepner #73393 added that under
current MAAC procedures safety documents are passed by the Board
of directors at board meetings, not by members at a member meeting.
It would be inappropriate to put the document up here before it has
been approved by the board. Fabien Gagne noted that if the document
is in line with the resolution there should be no issue with approving
the motion. Adam Maas responded that approving the motion would
put the motion into the Policy Manual whereas MPPD 11 would be a
Safety document. Similar ideas presented in different ways with impli-
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The motion was defeated 215 for, 5997 against (8148 votes cast).

cations about putting in the Policy Manual.
Steve Woloz 7877L comments that it is unfair that all rebuttals are
by the constitution chairman, the presenter of the resolution should be
allowed to speak during the AGM.
Stephen Goldring #18811 comments that he was not asking for
presentation of the MPPD 11 document, just a summary of the general
thinking. Randy Hepner #73393 responded that there are processes and
guidelines in place for setup and sanction of a flying site by the zone
director, all of which are to ensure compliance with the exemption,
MPPD 11 is the process for de-sanction of a flying site. There is protection for members and clubs who may have spent substantial money
building these sites, but the details cannot be discussed until the board
has had a chance to vet them. Once approved and published, members
can propose changes to policy.
Max Perez #22397 comments that members may be concerned
about the balance of power. Adam Maas commented that the answer
to this comment was contained in Randy’s previous statements.
There were no further comments or questions.
The motion was defeated 2004 for, 6120 against (8124 votes cast).
#8 – Reasonable Relief: recommendation of the board is to not
support the resolution.
Cato Hansen #61451L moved the resolution be accepted, seconded
by Eric Harding #6330.
There were no comments or questions.
The motion was defeated 2017 for, 6125 against (8142 votes cast).
#9 – MAC Magazine Editor’s Publishing Guidelines: recommendation of the board is to not support the resolution.
Cato Hansen #61451L moved the resolution be accepted, seconded
by Dennis Miller #63439.
Stephen Goldring #18811 asked that if Editorial Policy and Letters to
the Editor weren’t two different things and that letters to the editor
should not be denied. Keith Morison #24909L responded that the
intent of the policy is to assist the editor in cases where he feels he
doesn’t have sufficient clarification or information on, he is to consult
with the executive committee. It is a rare occurrence and only in very
controversial situations. Being accountable to the executive of the
organization is important in filling this role.
Fabien Gagne #87950 comments that to make sure we never find
ourselves with an oppressive administration or oppressive circumstances members shall support this resolution.
Kevin Backs #97467 comments that as the voice of MAAC, it is not
journalism nor should it be a place for editorializing, it is the communication source for the organization.
Mark Betuzzi #26605L comments that the editor has provided members with great service and expertise in discerning editorial comments.
His excellent support and advice on submissions is appreciated.

#10 – Constitution Amendment – Article 2: recommendation of
the board is to not support the resolution.
Cato Hansen #61451L moved the resolution be accepted, seconded
by J. Shane Lafreniere #0272.
There were no questions or comments.
The motion was defeated 3212 for, 4927 against (8139 votes cast).
#11 – Term Limits for Directors: recommendation of the board is to
support the resolution. Ray Grenkow #51990 moved the resolution be
accepted, seconded by Bill Teeter #5831.
Grant Robinson #26561 asked if approved when does it take effect.
Keith Bennett responded that it would take effect immediately. Zone
Directors that have completed the 3 term (6 years) limit would not
be eligible for re-election. If serving a current 2-year term, they will
complete the term.
Kevin Backs #97467 asked what if the director is running unopposed. Keith Bennett responded that if the director is unopposed, he is
elected by acclamation, but if he is at the end of 3 terms, he must step
down. If no director is elected, a special meeting must be convened to
elect a director. If no director is elected, the President appoints one in
consultation with the zone itself.
Dave Loveday #7073 asked if a zone director is allowed to run again
after having been out of office for one term (2 years). Keith Responded
that a member may run again after being out of office for 1 term (2
years).
There were no further comments or questions.
The motion carried 7606 for, 543 against (8149 votes cast).
#12 – Notice of Members Meeting: recommendation of the board
is to support the resolution. Peter Conquergood #5844L moved the
resolution be accepted, seconded by Bill Teeter #5831. Mark Betuzzi
#26605L commented that this is a good move, technology is moving
very fast.
Fabien Gagne #87950 asked how certain the board is of the lawfulness of the motion. Keith Bennett responded that the text is directly
from Canada Corporations Not for Profit Act and its regulations. Fabien asked if there was verification from legal counsel. Keith Responded
that would be at the board’s discretion.
There were no further comments or questions.
The motion carried 8151 for, 0 against (8151 votes cast).
Recommendations
#1 – Exhibition Flying at Full Scale Airshows – The board supports
the recommendation in principal and plans further discussion on
how best to develop MAAC policy and guidelines that complies with
Transport Canada regulations and recognition of the air operations
command structure of Full-Scale Air Shows.

Dennis Miller #63439 comments that a magazine for MAAC members should be controlled by MAAC.

#2 – Wings Program Update – The board does not support the recommendation, but it will be forwarded to the Safety and flight Training
Committees for joint consideration.

Steve Woloz 7877L asks why the magazine can’t have a section
called Letters to the editor.

Date & Location of 2022 AGM: The 2022 AGM will be held Virtually
on Sunday May 1st, 2022.

Athol Cohen #35223 comments that there is no vehicle for alternative points of view. Keith Morison responded that we do have a Letters
to the Editor section, traditionally there are not a lot of submissions.
We have run differing and dissenting opinions in previous issues, they
must be factual and there are a number of bars to meet. The editor
works with authors to address areas of concern. There has been only
one instance of a submission not being run.

Submitted by
Linda Patrick
Secretary / Treasurer

There were no further comments or questions.
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I know that most everyone eagerly awaits the MAAC President’s Annual
Report. It is difficult for both the writer and the reader to control one’s
anticipation and excitement for all the potential content that could be
contained in the body of the document.
There is no doubt that my writing style is a departure from all my
predecessors. One reason for this is that the activities of the Board of
Directors (BOD) is recorded in the meeting minutes, which are posted on
the website, shortly after the minutes are approved. The BOD now meets
online most Monday nights, whereas in the past, there was only one annual
BOD meeting.
The organization is now far more nimble, effective, and timely in its
decision making. The Executive and the BOD make about 100 substantial
decisions annually that affect our organization. With the minutes available
on the website, there is no reason to review the decisions in this report.
Then, there is the committee work which leads to the safety documents,
for example. The great work of the combined troop of the MAAC Transport
Canada Advisory Group and the MAAC Safety Advisory Group is fully
evident in the documents that they have created.
And then, there is what most people take for granted... all the unseen
staff administration work that makes MAAC’s operations possible.
During one’s life, we have the opportunity to meet and interact with
a diverse group of individuals. Some of those contacts are very short in
duration terms, while others extend over many years. Everyone develops
their own unique set of technical and life skills.
There is much to be learned from the people we work with, or socially
engage with.
THE BIG NEWS
Linda Patrick, the MAAC Secretary-Treasurer’s last day of work after 43
yeas of service, will be January 6th, 2022. Linda was most definitely the
right person to hold both those positions over the years.
Her people skills, as well as her professional technical skills, are second
to none. She has a fantastic memory of the details of the reasons for past
Board decisions and is very precise in helping to create new wording for
meeting motions.
She is a great editor and has kept many past presidents out of the swamp.
She has most definitely done that for me, for which I am forever grateful.
Linda was very proactive in promoting the use of new technology and
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programs in order to improve service to the members and reduce operating
costs. It was her knowledge of the MAAC business process that made it
possible for the MAAC code writer to create the automated programs that
run in the background on the website. Anyone who works in a modern
advanced administration position, is fully aware of the value of such digital
tools.
Linda provided the continuity that helped with the transition of
volunteers into our organization. Linda has been key in moving Board
decisions from motions to implementation. The really hard work usually
happens after a meeting is adjourned.
All of the space in this magazine would be filled if one tried to fully
describe how fortunate our organization has been to have the great people
we have had working in “the office” and on the committees. The words
“Thank You” seem so inadequate. However, I cannot come up with any
better ones.
LIVING IN A CHANGING WORLD
If one Googles “living in a changing world” or something similar, you will
get about 9,690,000,000 results (in 0.67 seconds).
It appears to me, that this change topic is much more than a fad and that
it is here to stay. The Buddhists say that every change is impermanence,
waiting for another change.
Annual reports speak to trends of what has happened/changed, why it
is happening and what one might predict to happen in the near and the
farther out future.
The time frame of near and far is open to debate. Maybe it is a function
of age. The thing is, that the timelines between thinking about the future
and the actual implementation of the change, is constantly diminishing.
What we really are doing as individuals and organizations, is trying to
predict what the trend is on various topics, analyze how they might/will
affect us and then decide what we need to do in order to live in the new
reality.
The pandemic didn’t create a world of unprecedented change, it accelerated it. What really is in demand are folks that can navigate the uncertainty, solve problems and lead the necessary adaptations. This is why
MAAC needs to continue shifting its focus from thinking about the past,
to preparing for the future. There is no future in dwelling in the past.
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2022 MAAC Board Approved Budget
MAAC General Account
INCOME:

Membership
Field Registration
Sales of goods & Shipping
Model Aviation Canada Mag
Misc./Dedicated Funds
Term Deposit Interest - General
Contributions

2021 Actual /
Forecast
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

711,706
14,825
2,184
2,751
1,500
2,825
735,841
1,885
733,956

$
$
$
Computer and Software Development
TOTAL COMPUTER AND SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT $
TOTAL OFFICE AND ADMIN
$
TOTAL LEGAL AND PROFESSIONAL FEES
$
TOTAL CREDIT CARD AND INTERNET FEES
$
TOTAL MAGAZINE/PUBLISHING
$
TOTAL INSURANCE
$
TOTAL FAI AND INTL COMPETITIONS
$
TOTAL CORPORATE AND ZONE ACTIVITIES
$

24,137
123,530
662
23,115
37,108
22,125
42,337
177,081
136,630
12,559
141,111

Gross Income

Less Deposits to dedicated reserves
Less Cost of Sales Inventory
TOTAL INCOME:

EXPENDITURES:
TOTAL BUILDING/MAINT/UTILITIES
TOTAL WAGES AND BENEFITS

TOTAL EXPENSES
SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)
Net Income/(Loss)
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$
-$
-$

Budget 2021
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
739,733 $
3,892 -$
3,892 -$

672,699
10,000
500
11,000
2,500
696,699
696,699

Budget 2022
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

697,500
10,000
200
1,500
709,200
2,000
707,200

31,524 $
121,592 $
5,000 $
24,500 $
34,250 $
17,500 $
43,100 $
166,000 $
130,500 $
32,150 $
138,636 $
739,752 $
43,053 -$
43,053 -$

25,380
129,760
700
24,330
39,030
23,750
43,950
187,460
143,040
14,920
185,835
817,455
108,255
108,255
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Resolutions and Recommendations from the 2021 Annual Zone Meetings
have not knowingly been altered.
Zone Resolutions approved by majority vote at a duly constituted Annual
Zone Meeting must be included in the agenda of the ensuing Annual
General Meeting. They are considered by the Board of Directors and the
board provides advice to members on whether to vote for or against them.
The recommendation of the board does not bind any member to vote in
alignment with the Board’s recommendation.

2. Revision to the MAAC By-Law and Policy Manual regarding Discipline of Members
Be it RESOLVED THAT:
Revision to the MAAC By-Law and Policy Manual regarding Discipline of
Members and Disciplinary Actions
A: Resolution

Zone Recommendations approved by majority vote at a duly constituted
Annual General Meeting are considered by the Board of Directors, who are
charged with determining what actions if any will result from each Zone
Recommendation. The results of the Boards decisions are announced at
the AGM.
Board Statement

Be it resolved the removal of Policy Manual sections 6.3 and 6.4; and the
replacement of the entire By Law clause 12 by the new content that is
attached below; and that MAAC enacts a permanent standing Disciplinary
Review Committee to oversee the application of the measures contained
in the revised clause 12, independent of the board of directors. The board’s
function and responsibility shall be only to review and approve the recommendations of the committee.

As the members consider these resolutions and recommendations the
MAAC Board of Directors wants you to know they are committed to
performing a comprehensive review and modification of all governance
documents, with external subject matter expert guidance as needed.

Rationale: The existing clause #12 creates a situation which is to the potential
detriment of all members of the Association. For context, here is the text of
the current clause 12.

Resolutions

1. Standing Committee Chairman
Be it RESOLVED THAT:
That a member wishing to run for a Standing Committee Chairman, will
have served on that committee for at least one year, that he/she wishes to
chair and have been successfully elected by that committee as chairman.
Once this has been decided by that committee the results will be communicated to head office. This shall be done annually after the appointment
of new members at the Annual Zone Meeting.
Rationale: To maintain continuity and creditability of all standing committees
within the MAAC organization, it makes perfect sense to have committee
members who have served on the committee which they are interested in
chairing, come from the grass roots of that committee. As our By-laws read
today any member with no related experience can challenge for a committee
chairmanship and don’t even know who his fellow committee members are or
even the issues they have dealt with or will deal with in the future.
Normal contingency would be for a chairman to come from a group of his
peers within the committee. What value would someone have to bring to the
table, when he/she has no knowledge as to what the committee has been
working on in the past and be a positive distraction to the committee members? Great disruption could be brought to the standing committee when an
inexperienced individual comes into a committee leadership agenda that could
destroy the very good foundation which that group has tried to foster.

Moved By: Vince Mulhall #11134
Seconded By: John Ferguson #18586
A - Alberta / Territories / Nunavut
Board Recommendation: This resolution is based on a current practice that
does not reflect MAAC policy on election of committee chairs, which is for the
committee members to nominate and elect someone from the committee to act
as the chair (Policy manual 16.5.02). The minimum 1 year of committee membership is also felt to be a potentially detrimental restriction. The Board commits to
following policy and having the committees elect their chairs.

*** extract from By-Law begins ***
12. Discipline of Members
The board shall have authority to suspend or expel any member from the Corporation, by special resolution, for any one or more of the following grounds:
a. violating any provision of the articles, by-laws, or written policies of the
Corporation;
b. carrying out any conduct which may be detrimental to the Corporation as
determined by the board in its sole discretion;
c. for any other reason that the board in its sole and absolute discretion considers to be reasonable, having regard to the purpose of the Corporation.
In the event that the board determines that a member should be expelled or
suspended from membership in the Corporation, the president, or such other
officer as may be designated by the board, shall provide twenty (20) days
notice of suspension or expulsion to the member and shall provide reasons
for the proposed suspension or expulsion. The member may make written
submissions to the president, or such other officer as may be designated by
the board, in response to the notice received within such twenty (20) day
period. In the event that no written submissions are received by the president,
the president, or such other officer as may be designated by the board, may
proceed to notify the member that the member is suspended or expelled from
membership in the Corporation. If written submissions are received in accordance with this section, the board will consider such submissions in arriving
at a final decision and shall notify the member concerning such final decision
within a further twenty (20) days from the date of receipt of the submissions.
The board’s decision shall be final and binding on the member, without any
further right of appeal.
Should a member whose membership is terminated, suspended, limited or not
renewed be an officer or hold membership in any committee of the Corporation at the time of termination, suspension, limitation or non-renewal, his
or her position Shall automatically be vacated. Notwithstanding any other
provision of these By-laws, the terminated, suspended, limited or non-renewed member Shall not hold office as an officer or a committee membership,
whether then or any time later, without first obtaining the approval of the
Board.

It should also be noted that with the lack of specific wording, any change to policy
would have to be brought back to the next AGM for member ratification.

*** extract from By-Law ends ***

The Board of Directors recommends the members vote AGAINST this resolution.

1. It lacks any substantive definition of which acts committed by members
shall attract punishment or any way of judging which offences are most
serious and which are not.

The main problems with the clause #12 in its present version are :

2. It contains provisions which allow a simple majority of the Board of
Directors to define an offence, including doing so after the fact, and then to
determine an accused’s guilt.
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3. A Director has the ability to accuse, plead and to vote (non-impartiality),
while an accused Director would not (unfairness).
4. It lacks any defined process by which perceived wrongdoings may be
brought to the attention of the adjudicating body.
5. It addresses only crime and punishment and carries no aspect of rehabilitation of offenders.
6. It lacks any scale of punishment to fit the crime.
7. There is no differentiation between first-time and repeat offenders.
8. There is no provision for rehabilitation or restitution.
9. It lacks any realistic appeal process – the appeal being heard by the same
tribunal that determined guilt in the first place.
There is only one way to describe the current discipline process – it is an
inquisition - which makes it completely inappropriate for our, or any other,
recreational association.
In addition to the aforementioned deficiencies of the current clause 12, there
are sections within the Policy Manual that cover the same matter of member
and/or director discipline (sections 6.3 and 6.4) and those sections, while not
as flawed as the By-Law clause in question, both overlap and conflict with
it. This creates a situation in which it is impossible to fairly adjudicate a case
of alleged wrongdoing. In addition to this, discipline of members is a serious
matter for the members and the association. Items in the Policy Manual can
be changed at the whim of any Board, with immediate effect and without
consultation with the membership. This resolution moves the disciplinary
process to within the By-Laws, where it cannot be changed without the prior
knowledge and approval of the members.
There is a further deficiency in the process existing in the current sections of
the By-Laws and the Policy Manual. The responsibility for discipline is left in
the hands of the Board of Directors. This is fundamentally flawed, the exercise
of interpretation and application of the rules, and the consequences for
infractions, must lie with a body that is independent of the governance. That
is a concept that is fundamental to our society. There is a sound reason that
those in governance should be strictly separated from those who interpret and
apply the rules. The function of member discipline (including that of the BoD
members) should not be carried out by the BoD.
In order to solve the problems outlined above, clause #12 needs to be rewritten to remove its negative process and procedure and replace them with a fair,
equitable, and constructive process. Discipline is an important matter, with
serious ramifications for all, and should be covered in the By-Laws, where the
process cannot be changed immediately and on the whim of a majority of
those present at any particular board meeting. For that reason, a re-write of
the requirements should be included as a revised section 12 of the By-Laws and
all references removed from the Policy Manual. We attach, below, a proposed
draft of a new Clause 12, based in part on sections 6.3 and 6.4 of the Policy
Manual, for consideration by the Board.
D: New Clause 12
A Re-write of Clause 12 in the MAAC By-Laws
Be it resolved that the following replaces the current Clause 12 in the MAAC’s
By-Laws:
12. Member Infractions and Remedies
Like all such organizations, MAAC has a set of rules and regulations which
govern the behaviour of its members. These rules are set out in various
documents of the Association – including these By-Laws and various Safety
Documents, as well as rules pertaining to the various clubs that are affiliated
with MAAC.
12.1 Infringement of Club Rules
Clubs that are affiliated with MAAC are separate entities from MAAC and
have a duty and a responsibility to formulate their own specific rules that
pertain to any special circumstances applying to that club. A club’s rules may
be in addition to MAAC’s rules, but cannot supersede them.
Infractions of club rules, where they do not represent a violation of MAAC
rules, shall be dealt with by the club leadership. When an infraction is brought
to the attention of the club leadership, they shall investigate the nature of
the infraction, seeking witness accounts whenever possible. The evidence of
a single witness shall not be the basis for application of a remedy beyond
a warning unless the violator admits the behaviour. Remedies for contravention of club rules may include suspension or expulsion from the club but
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extreme measures of that sort should be a last resort, when all other modes
of discipline have failed. Other modes of discipline should include official
warnings, requirement for further safety or flight training, restriction of use of
club facilities, etc. Refusal to abide by remedies applied, or repeated offences
after lesser remedies have been applied, may lead to the application of more
serious remedies. The aim should be for rehabilitation of the member wherever
possible.
Where club rules mirror requirements in MAAC rules an allegation of an
infraction shall be automatically treated as an allegation of an infraction of
MAAC rules and treated as described below.
12.2 Infringement of MAAC Rules
Allegations of infractions of MAAC rules shall be dealt with by a committee,
drawn from the membership, which shall be known as the standing Disciplinary Review Committee. Allegations to be dealt with by the said Committee shall include allegations of infractions by Directors of the Corporation.
Matters which come to the attention of club leadership initially, but which
involve infractions of MAAC rules, as described in sub-clause 12.1, shall be
referred to the Disciplinary Review Committee. Infractions may be reported
to the Disciplinary Review Committee directly, by anyone, whether a MAAC
member or not.
12.3 Members
Members of the Disciplinary Review Committee shall be volunteer members as
set out in the Policy Manual section 16, and :
• Are not currently serving as a Director or Officer, and
• Be a Leader Member (as set out in By-Law section 6.b.1.iv).
The Chairperson of the committee shall form an Ad Hoc Working Sub-Committee to deal with each matter brought to the attention of the Disciplinary
Review Committee. The Chairperson shall maintain a list of the qualifications
of its members and shall draw upon that list to form each Ad Hoc Working
Sub-Committee. As far as is possible, each Sub-Committee shall have different
membership. The accuser and the accused shall be given the opportunity to
propose members of the Sub-Committee, presenting their reasons. The Chairperson shall have the discretionary power to accept or reject those candidates,
and to include persons who are not leader members, but must provide reasons
for his/her decision to the parties prior to the Sub-Committee commencing
its duties. Each Ad-hoc Committee shall be formed of three members, plus the
Chairperson, plus any additional members proposed by the accuser or accused
and accepted by the Chairperson.
Whenever an allegation involves a member, either as accuser, accused, or
witness, who is otherwise qualified to be a member of the Disciplinary Review
Committee, that member shall be recused from participating as a Committee
member on the matter, except in their role as the accuser, accused, or witness.
12.4 Process
The Disciplinary Review Committee shall inform the member, or members,
who have been accused that the matter is under investigation, a summary
of the process, and the nature, time, and place of the alleged infraction. The
member(s) so accused shall be provided copies of all evidence that the Disciplinary Review Committee will take into account in making their decision, as it
becomes available to the Committee, and shall be given 30 days within which
to respond to the allegations. Evidence that is accepted by the Committee
shall be direct and not hearsay, the Committee shall refuse to hear or take
into account any evidence that is not direct. The committee shall also not
take into account any evidence that has not been provided to the accused in
sufficient time for them to prepare to challenge it. A reasonable request for
extension of time to respond shall be granted.
Upon receipt of all submissions and responses, the Committee shall determine
whether it has sufficient evidence upon which to base a determination in the
matter or whether it needs to make further enquiries from the accuser, the
accused, or the witnesses. Any such further enquiries shall be conducted with
the knowledge and participation of all parties to the matter. The choice of a
party not to participate in some part of the proceeding shall not invalidate
it – but the Committee shall take all reasonable steps to ensure that, as far
as possible, personal circumstances are accommodated in order to ensure full
participation.
12.5 Findings of the Committee
The findings of the Disciplinary Review Committee may fall into any one of
the following categories:
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1. Unfounded Allegation
Should the Disciplinary Review Committee, in its preliminary work, come to
the conclusion that the allegation is frivolous, untrue, or otherwise without
merit to justify formal remedial action, the Disciplinary Review Committee
may advise the Board that the allegation is unfounded and the matter should
be summarily dismissed.
In the event that the Committee determines that the matter should be
summarily dismissed it shall conduct an investigation to determine whether
there were reasonable grounds for the allegations to have been made, even
though these were eventually determined to be unfounded. In the event that
they find no such grounds, or they find reason to believe that the allegations
were frivolous or vindictive or made for personal reasons, the Committee may
decide to take action against the complainant.

2. The principal purpose of the discipline process is to ensure that all members
experience safe and enjoyable operation of their model aircraft. To that end,
remedial action in response to the finding of an infraction should be just
that – remedial. In order to modify an accused’s behaviour, the Discipline
Committee should apply a graduated set of measures designed to encourage acceptable behaviour, and to discourage the escalation of unacceptable
behaviour. Responses that the committee shall consider are:A warning
Retraining
Written acknowledgment of the infraction and an undertaking of non-recidivism
Suspension

2. Founded Allegation

Revocation of membership

Upon reviewing the evidence in support of an allegation, and any responses
to it, the Disciplinary Review Committee may come to the conclusion that a
prima facie case has been made. At that time the Committee shall take one
of two courses of action – either they can determine that they have sufficient
information and can proceed to a decision, or they can decide that they need
to conduct further investigation to establish further facts in the case.

Other measures that, in the opinion of the committee, will be more effective
in achieving a desirable outcome.

If the committee is of the opinion that they have sufficient information in
order to come to a decision they shall inform all parties to the matter of that
position. The accuser or the accused shall have the right, upon being informed
of that position, to accept it or else to exercise their right to come before the
committee in order to plead their case. If either or both parties exercise that
option, arguments may be made at that time but no further evidence may be
introduced unless full disclosure is made to the committee and to the other
party at least 30 days prior to the hearing before the committee. The hearing
of the matter may be postponed in the event that new evidence is brought to
light which would violate the 30 day limit.

Was the accused aware of the infraction prior to committing it.

If the committee is of the opinion that it does not have full information in
order to bring the case to a just conclusion it shall convene a hearing at which
it shall seek clarification, question witnesses, and perform such other investigations as will lead, in the committee’s opinion, to a just and fair conclusion
to the matter.
In any hearing of the committee, the accused shall be given the opportunity
to challenge the presence of any member of the committee, or any witness,
for their suitability to hear the matter impartially. The accused shall have the
right to request that meetings be held in camera.
Hearings of the committee may be held in-person, if practical, but shall normally be held electronically in order to accommodate participants who may
be physically separate. The committee shall exert diligent efforts to ensure
that the arrangements for such meeting are acceptable to all parties and will
not create a bias against either side.
In order to reach a conclusion of guilt of the accused, the committee must
be unanimous in their decision. It shall be the duty of the Chairperson to
make every effort to enable the committee to reach a conclusion. Failure to
reach such conclusion shall result in the charges against the accused being
dismissed.

3. The committee shall take into account, as far as it is possible to ascertain,
all of the circumstances surrounding the infraction, including:
Is this a first offence
The evidence of a single witness shall not be the basis for the application of a
remedy beyond a warning unless the accused admits to the behaviour.
12.7 Reporting of Disciplinary Review Committee’s Recommendation
At the conclusion of its investigation into an allegation of an infraction, the
committee shall report to the Board of Directors with a summary of its findings and its recommendations with respect to remedial action.
The Board of Directors shall consider the recommendation of the Disciplinary
Review Committee and may seek clarification on any issue which any member
of the Board may wish to raise with the committee.
12.8 Action to be Taken
If all issues raised by the Board are addressed by the Disciplinary Review
Committee to the satisfaction of the Board, and, in particular, the Director
who raised the issue, then the Board shall enact the recommendations of said
Committee. The Board shall not have the power to change the recommendations of the Disciplinary Review Committee without that committee’s prior
agreement, nor shall the Board unreasonably withhold agreement that its
concerns have been satisfied.
12.9 Appeals
The accuser and the accused have up to 30 days to make an appeal after the
BOD enacts the Committee’s recommendation.
The person who appeals must show that the Committee’s interpretation of
the MAAC documents, law or facts affected the result.
The appeal shall be heard by a body which shall include at least some different
members from those who made the initial ruling.

In making its decisions about matters brought before it, the Disciplinary Review Committee shall at all times make due and diligent efforts to ensure that
the following guidelines are adhered to:

The accused, or the accuser, shall be allowed to propose prospective members
to be included in an appeals body if he/she can show that the subject is of a
specialized nature that requires the consideration of persons with such knowledge and/or experience, or if he/she makes the declaration that they wish such
persons to represent them in the hearing. Members so added shall not form a
majority of the appeals body.

1. Not all infractions are of equal severity. It shall be considered whether the
infraction incurs the following:-

In conclusion to the appeal process, the Committee can change its previous
recommendation to the BOD, otherwise the decision stands.

Unacceptable behaviour towards another member while engaged in a
MAAC-related activity

Moved By: Fabien Gagné
Seconded By: Steve Woloz
J - St. Lawrence

12.6 Factors to be Considered.

Unacceptable behaviour towards a member of the public while engaged in a
MAAC-related activity

Danger to another member or spectator

Board Recommendation: The issues with the disciplinary process are known, but
replacing a volunteer drafted By-law and policy of this level of importance with
another volunteer drafted By-law and policy is unwise, given the seriousness of the
situation these are intended to address. MAAC is already in the process of identifying changes in this process through our Legal Counsel.

Danger to the property of a member of the public

The Board of Directors recommends the members vote AGAINST this resolution.

Danger to another member’s model in flight.
Danger to another member’s property.

Danger to the general public.
Danger to MAAC itself, either financially or as an association
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3. Presidential Term of Office:
Be it RESOLVED:THAT
A new section be added to the By-Laws limiting the term of office of
the president of MAAC to a maximum of three (3) terms of two (2) years
maximum (i.e. six (6) years). He/she would be allowed to resume the office
of president after an absence of at least one term.
Rationale: The directors’ term of office has already been set at three (3) terms
of two (2) years in order to revitalize the position. The same principle holds
true for the presidential position. A new president would bring positive changes to the position.

Moved By: Fred Messacar MAAC # 25381L
Seconded By: Athol Cohen MAAC # 35223
L - South East Ontario

preferred method. All members of the Board of Directors including the president are aware of and use this procedure repeatedly. The current membership
form contains the following: Do you consent to the MAAC contacting you by
email?
The Board of Directors routinely makes use of the “eblast” and the MAC
magazine to disseminate their point of view on subject matters while routinely
through various means disallow contrary opinions to be forwarded to the
membership at large.

Moved By: Fred Messacar MAAC # 25381L
Seconded By: Athol Cohen MAAC # 35223
L - South East Ontario

Board Recommendation: The addition of term limits for the President matches the
limits brought in for Board members at the 2021 AGM that is now in effect.

Board Recommendation: There is a conflict between what our members expect in
terms of handling of their private information and the access afforded to a member by the Act. However, this resolution does not provide new language so any
change would have to come back to next year’s AGM for ratification regardless, so
Motion has no effect.

Since this resolution does not provide new language, if adopted by the members
any change would have to be carried by the board and then ratified by the members at next year’s AGM. As such, the Resolution has no immediate effect.

The board will recognise this as a recommendation to review the existing policy
as a part of our larger governance document review as well as legal consultation
regarding our responsibilities.

The board will recognise this as a recommendation to review the existing policy as
a part of our larger governance document review.

The Board of Directors recommends the members vote AGAINST this resolution.

The Board of Directors recommends the members vote AGAINST this resolution.

4. The Policy manual to include a description of what is required in
all minutes of the Board of Directors meetings.
Be it RESOLVED THAT:

6. Remove article 7d from the by-laws to be replaced with a new
setting for a quorum requirement.
Be it RESOLVED THAT:
Article 7d be revised to update the members meetings quorum requirements as follows:

A new section is added to the Policy Manual setting out the parameters
and requirements for the minutes of the Board of Directors meetings
Executive Committee meetings including in-camera meetings. This shall
include the proper recording of the actions taken, the recording of dissentions and the names of directors requesting that their name be included
for votes in dissention.

7d. Quorum

Rationale: Accurate and complete minutes are required for the protection of
all board members should legal actions be initiated against the organization.
The lack of proper and complete minutes such as now taken could lead to
catastrophic consequences.

7d. Quorum

Moved By: Fred Messacar MAAC # 25381L
Seconded By: Athol Cohen MAAC # 35223
L - South East Ontario
Board Recommendation: MAAC policy 9.10.3 already outlines in detail what is expected to be included in the meeting minutes and the By-laws outline the requirement for dissent to be recorded in the minutes. As this motion does not provide
new language for the existing requirement for minutes, and any adopted change
would have to come back to an AGM for ratification, this motion ultimately has
no effect.
The board will, however, recognise this as a recommendation to review the existing policy.
The Board of Directors recommends the members vote AGAINST this resolution.

5. The policy manual shall include a section for email addresses being
supplied when properly requested
Be it RESOLVED THAT:
A new section be added to the Policy Manual indicating that any legitimate request for membership information be supplied including the
relevant email address.
Rationale: The Not-for-profit Act specifies that membership information shall
be supplied upon a proper request. In the past, the information supplied by
head office regarding such requests has been stripped of most information
including the email address. This necessitates those persons holding contra
views of information being presented at members meeting must revert to
Canada Post for the dissemination of these views. With approximately
10,000 current members this incurs a potential postage cost of approximately
$11,300. Added to this would be the cost of copying, envelopes etc. This is a
very expensive and time wasted process. With today’s common reliance on
the internet to contact members the use of email addresses is accepted as the
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A minimum of 300 members present in person or by proxy at the annual
or any other general meeting of the members of the Corporation Shall
constitute a quorum.
Rationale: Article 7d currently reads as follows:
i) A number of members carrying not less than five (5) percent of the voting
rights in the Corporation present in person or by proxy at the annual or any
other general meeting of the members of the Corporation Shall constitute a
quorum.
ii) A number of members carrying not less than five (5) percent of the voting
rights in a National Organization Zone present in person or by proxy at the
annual or any other general meeting of the members of such Zone Shall
constitute a quorum.
With the voting eligibility being changed to one vote for each member the
current version of this by-law article, assuming a membership of 15,000, would
require a membership attendance of at least 750 eligible members. This could
put the legality of the quorum requirement in jeopardy. It is suggested that a
number be established rather than a percentage.

Moved By: Fred Messacar MAAC # 25381L
Seconded By: Athol Cohen MAAC # 35223
L - South East Ontario
Board Recommendation: The motion does not differentiate between national and
zone meetings when applying a fixed number of 300 for quorum, as such it is felt
to be unworkable. Additionally, both virtual AGMs easily met quorum naturally,
with just members actively participating, so the Board does not feel that achieving
Quorum in a virtual AGM setting will be a problem.
The Board of Directors recommends the members vote AGAINST this resolution.

7. Removal of the Executive Committee
Be it RESOLVED THAT:
The Executive Committee be disbanded.
Rationale: With the use of today’s technologies it is possible for the Board
of Directors to meet at least weekly and if required more frequently. This
capability nullifies the primary purpose of the Executive Committee which
was to carry on the business of the organization between the meetings of the
Board of Directors which due to the technologies at that time did not allow
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for weekly meetings of the Board.

Moved By: Fred Messacar MAAC # 25381L
Seconded By: Athol Cohen MAAC # 35223
L - South East Ontario
Board Recommendation: Our guidance documents recommend that a board of
our size use an Executive Committee to look after day-to-day operating decisions.
The smaller, more informal nature of the Executive Committee allows for more
timely decisions in areas where board direction has been given.
The Board of Directors recommends the members vote AGAINST this resolution.

and renewal of all flying site sanctions or event requests involving any
flying activities received from the Club Affiliate Members, as stipulated in
MAAC policy and process”. The motion carried 8 for, 2 against, (11 votes -1
director did not vote due to microphone issues)..
From: Board of Directors
Board Recommendation: The board decided to change the wording on the recommendation of the Safety Advisory Group.
The Board of Directors recommends the members vote FOR this resolution.

12. Change to Policy 3 to include Temporary Memberships

8. Bond Requirement for Treasurer

Be it RESOLVED THAT:

Be it RESOLVED THAT:
The members sanction the Board’s decision to remove the wording ‘give
the association a bond satisfactory to the board, for the faithful performance of the duties of his office’ from section 13.3.10 in the policy manual.
Rationale: Professional guidance advised that this requirement was no longer
needed as the Secretary/Treasurer was covered by already existing insurance.

Board of Directors
Board Recommendation: Professional guidance advised that this requirement was
no longer needed as the Secretary/Treasurer was covered by existing insurance.
This policy change passed unanimously by the 12 directors present.
The Board of Directors recommends the members vote FOR this resolution.

The members sanction the Board’s decision to modify the policy manual
wording as follows:
- add Temporary Member to article 3 Financial 3.1 Fees at $40 (no
magazine) for a 3-month period, or until the end of the calendar year on
December 31, whichever comes first.
- add Temporary Junior Member to article 3 Financial 3.1 Fees at $10 (no
magazine) for a 3-month period.
Board of Directors
Board Recommendation: The board decided to add a temporary membership to
facilitate AMA members flying in Canada under MAAC’s exemption from the Part
IX regulations from Transport Canada.
The Board of Directors recommends the members vote FOR this resolution.

9. Add Treasurer’s Job Description to the Policy Manual
Be it RESOLVED THAT:
The members sanction the Board’s decision to add a Treasurer job description to the policy manual. (Job Description attached to notice of meeting)
Rationale: During a transition of MAAC’s business model the Secretary and
Treasurer positions have been split and this serves to define the expected
duties of the Treasurer.

Board of Directors
Board Recommendation: In order to define the expectations of the new position
of Treasurer, the Board of Directors approved the addition of the Treasurer’s Job
Description to the Policy Manual during the January 17, 2022 board meeting.
The Board of Directors recommends the members vote FOR this resolution.

10. Add Executive Director Job Description to the Policy Manual
Be it RESOLVED THAT:
The members sanction the Board’s decision to add the Executive Director
job description to the policy manual.
Rationale: During a transition of MAAC’s business model an Interim Executive
Director position was created and this serves to define the expected duties.

Board of Directors
Board Recommendation: The board of directors approved the addition of the
Executive Director’s Job Description to the Policy Manual during the January 17,
2022 board meeting.
The Board of Directors recommends the members vote FOR this resolution.

13. Remove reference to head office from by-law 6 b (2)(iv) Temporary Member
Be it RESOLVED THAT:
The members sanction the Board’s decision to modify the policy manual
wording as follows:
- to remove the sentence “Details are available through the head office of
MAAC” from 6 b (2)(iv) Temporary Members of the By-laws.
Board of Directors
Board Recommendation: This is a housekeeping change that stems from the
decision to create a temporary membership to facilitate AMA members flying in
Canada under MAAC’s exemption from the Part IX regulations from Transport
Canada. This issue was decided at the June 21, 2021 Board meeting.
The Board of Directors recommends the members vote FOR this resolution.

14. Removal of articles 9e and 9f from the by-laws.
Be it RESOLVED THAT:
Articles 9e and 9f be removed from the by-laws.
Rationale: The two articles referred to read as follow:
9e. Zone Representation Each director of a national organization zone shall
represent all members within the zone by exercising voting powers on their behalf at the Annual General Meeting. The zone director shall have the number
of votes represented by the total number of members within the zone except
for zone members who represent themselves at the annual general meeting
and where open or closed proxies have been so presented.
9f. A Special Resolution of the members is required to make any amendment
to the By-laws of the Corporation to change this method of voting by members not in attendance at a Meeting of Members.

11. Change to Policy 14.01.07
Be it RESOLVED THAT:
The members sanction the Board’s decision to modify the policy manual
wording:

The Canada Not-for-profit Corporations Act (S.C. 2009 c.23) Article 154 (5)
reads as follows:

From

(5) Unless the articles otherwise provide, each member is entitled to one vote
at a meeting of members.

14.1.07 Recommend sanction requests received from the Club Affiliate
Members to the association for processing.

Article 9(a) of our by-laws reads as follows:

To
14.1.07 Recommend to the association for processing and approval, initial
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Unless otherwise provided for in these By-laws, each voting member present
at the annual or any other general Meeting of Members of the Corporation or
of members of a National Organization Zone Shall have the right to exercise
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one (1) vote.
With the current methods of virtual members meetings the use of the votes of
absentee voters being assigned to the respective Zone Directors is no longer
required to attain the quorum requirement of 5% of the valid memberships.
This will also bring the corporations voting into alignment with the requirements of the Corporations Act.
With the adoption of this resolution article 9f becomes redundant.

Moved By: Fred Messacar MAAC # 25381L
Seconded By: Athol Cohen MAAC # 35223
L - South East Ontario
Board Recommendation: Two resolutions have been forwarded with the intent
of removing 9e from the MAAC By-laws. This would bring our voting practices in
line with the intent of the Not-For-Profit Corporations Act. 9e existed to ensure
quorum was met for our annual general meeting, and participation in our virtual
AGMs would suggest failing to reach quorum is not a concern at this time.
The Board of Directors recommends the members vote AGAINST resolution 14.

the power to make decisions at the AGM should be returned to the members
who have chosen to participate, be it in person or via an open or closed proxy.
After a review of the relevant business that must be approved at the AGM for
MAAC to operate, the one risk of a failed AGM is the failure to appoint an
auditor for the fiscal year and any Resolutions and Recommendations being
deferred to the next AGM. This would require a Special Members Meeting to
appoint an Auditor, but no further risk to MAAC. The budget and financial
report are not required to be voted on by the members, merely presented to
them at the AGM.

Board of Directors
Board Recommendation: Two resolutions have been forwarded with the intent
of removing 9e from the MAAC By-laws. This would bring our voting practices in
line with the intent of the Not-For-Profit Corporations Act. 9e existed to ensure
quorum was met for our annual general meeting, and participation in our virtual
AGMs would suggest failing to reach quorum is not a concern at this time.
The Board of Directors recommends the members vote For resolution 15.

The Board of Directors recommends the members vote For resolution 15.

15. Removal of article 9e from the by-laws.
Be it RESOLVED by Special Resolution THAT
by-law 9 Voting, section (e) Zone Representation be rescinded (or removed) from the by-laws of the corporation, and further that Section 9 (f)
be redesignated as Section 9 (e).
Rationale: By-law 9 (e) - Zone Representation states
Each director of a national organization zone shall represent all members
within the zone by exercising voting powers on their behalf at the Annual
General Meeting. The zone director shall have the number of votes represented by the total number of members within the zone except for zone members
who represent themselves at the annual general meeting and where open or
closed proxies have been so presented.
The concept of Zone Directors representing their zones by voting on behalf
of members, not in attendance or voting by open or closed proxy vote, has
been in the by-laws or Policy Manual since, at least 2006 to ensure quorum at
AGM’s. MAAC AGM’s were typically attended by less than 1% of members, in
part because of the reliance on in-person meetings, sometimes held in more
remote locations. This was further exacerbated by the relative difficulty of
ensuring that sufficient original wet ink signed closed proxies or open proxy
assignments would be held by attendees to form quorum.
This was a necessary but unusual measure, to ensure quorum at AGM’s and is
not compliant with the new Corporations Canada Bill c.23 Canada Not-forprofit Corporations Act (NFP Act) introduced in 2009.
Modern digital technology in combination with the COVID-19 pandemic, led
to MAAC reconsidering how its AGM’s were held. The NFP Act permits virtual
and partially virtual AGM’s provided participants can communicate adequately and that MAAC gathers votes in a way that allows them to be verified,
tallied and presented while maintaining vote anonymity. Software is becoming
more available that enables members to easily and securely vote by absentee
ballot, register open proxies online, and vote live at a virtual meeting. This
makes it more certain that quorum can be met by members via closed proxies
well before the AGM is held, as demonstrated by the 2020 AGM.
Furthermore, this section affects voting at an AGM. Zone Directors representing the three largest zones or other groupings of directors have the voting
power to carry any vote. Proxy votes and members attending the meeting and
voting in person are unlikely to outvote them as these directors will typically
be carrying between 900 and 1600 votes per Director.
Members who wish to influence are left with lobbying Zone Directors, especially those representing zones with large memberships as opposed to lobbying
members. This renders the concept of a members meeting somewhat moot
and adds additional load to the Zone Directors, should a controversial matter
be on the agenda for an AGM.
More member participation at AGM’s also means that members can provide
more meaningful oversight of the board, on matters that the membership is
delegated the power to make the final decision on, instead of being limited to
selecting or removing a Director at a Zone Meeting.
Section 9 (e) is a legacy of the era of in-person only meetings and paper proxies hand carried to these meetings. Digital tools have rendered it obsolete, so
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Recommendations

1. Revise the member discipline sections of the By-law and Policy
Manual
Be it RECOMMENDED THAT:
The board consider the removal of the whole text of clause 12, as currently
existing, from the By Laws. That the board also consider removing
sections 6.3 and 6.4 from the Policy Manual and to include much of those
sections, with significant re-write, as a new section 12 in the By Laws.
That the board also consider the establishment of a Disciplinary Committee to oversee the application of the measures contained in a revised
clause 12, independently of the board of directors. The board’s function
and responsibility shall be only to review and approve the recommendations of the committee. A suggested re-write of clause 12 of the By-Laws
is attached for consideration.
Rationale: The existing clause #12 creates a situation which is to the potential
detriment of all members of the Association. For information, here is the text
of the current Clause 12.
12. Discipline of Members
The board shall have authority to suspend or expel any member from the Corporation, by special resolution, for any one or more of the following grounds:
a. violating any provision of the articles, by-laws, or written policies of the
Corporation;
b. carrying out any conduct which may be detrimental to the Corporation as
determined by the board in its sole discretion;
c. for any other reason that the board in its sole and absolute discretion considers to be reasonable, having regard to the purpose of the Corporation.
In the event that the board determines that a member should be expelled or
suspended from membership in the Corporation, the president, or such other
officer as may be designated by the board, shall provide twenty (20) days
notice of suspension or expulsion to the member and shall provide reasons
for the proposed suspension or expulsion. The member may make written
submissions to the president, or such other officer as may be designated by
the board, in response to the notice received within such twenty (20) day
period. In the event that no written submissions are received by the president,
the president, or such other officer as may be designated by the board, may
proceed to notify the member that the member is suspended or expelled from
membership in the Corporation. If written submissions are received in accordance with this section, the board will consider such submissions in arriving
at a final decision and shall notify the member concerning such final decision
within a further twenty (20) days from the date of receipt of the submissions.
The board’s decision shall be final and binding on the member, without any
further right of appeal.
Should a member whose membership is terminated, suspended, limited or not
renewed be an officer or hold membership in any committee of the Corporation at the time of termination, suspension, limitation or non-renewal, his
or her position Shall automatically be vacated. Notwithstanding any other
provision of these By-laws, the terminated, suspended, limited or non-renewed member Shall not hold office as an officer or a committee membership,
whether then or any time later, without first obtaining the approval of the
Board.
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The main problems with the clause #12 as it stands are:1. It lacks any substantive definition of which acts committed by members
shall attract punishment or any way of judging which offences are most
serious and which are not.
2. It contains provisions which allow a simple majority of the Board of
Directors to define an offence, including doing so after the fact, and then to
determine an accused’s guilt.
3. It lacks any defined process by which perceived wrongdoings may be
brought to the attention of the adjudicating body.
4. It addresses only crime and punishment and carries no aspect of rehabilitation of offenders.
5. It lacks any scale of punishment to fit the crime.
6. There is no differentiation between first-time and repeat offenders.
7. There is no provision for rehabilitation or restitution.
8. It lacks any realistic appeal process – the appeal being heard by the same
tribunal that determined guilt in the first place.
There is only one way to describe a process of this sort – it is an inquisition
- which makes it completely inappropriate for our, or any other, recreational
association.
In addition to the afore-mentioned deficiencies of the current clause 12, there
are sections within the Policy Manual that cover the same matter of member
and/or director discipline (sections 6.3 and 6.4) and those sections, while not
as flawed as the By Law clause in question, both overlap and conflict with
it. This creates a situation in which it is impossible to fairly adjudicate a case
of alleged wrongdoing. In addition to this, discipline of members is a serious
matter - items in the Policy Manual can be changed at the whim of any
Board, with immediate effect and without consultation with the membership.
The process of discipline of members should be contained within the By-Laws
– where it cannot be changed without the prior knowledge and approval of
the members.
There is a further deficiency in the process existing in the current sections of
the By-Laws and the Policy Manual. The responsibility for discipline is left in
the hands of the Board of Directors. This is fundamentally flawed, the exercise
of interpretation and application of the rules, and the consequences for
infractions, must lie with a body that is independent of the governance. That
is a concept that is fundamental to our society. There is a sound reason that
those in governance should be strictly separated from those who interpret
and apply the rules. The function of member discipline (including that of the
BoD members) should not be carried out by the BoD. We see first-hand the
problems that arise when a governing body (a case in point being Canada’s
elected parliament) have the power and responsibility to discipline their own
members - the process is almost inevitably ineffective and corrupted. Imagine
how bad the situation would be if those same parliamentarians were allowed
to sit in judgment of the voters.
In order to solve the problems outlined above, clause #12 needs to be rewritten to remove its draconian elements and replace them with a fair, equitable,
and constructive, process. Discipline is an important matter, with serious
ramifications for all, and should be covered in the By-Laws, where the process
cannot be changed immediately and on the whim of a majority of those
present at any particular board meeting. For that reason, a re-write of the
requirements should be included as a revised section 12 of the By-Laws and
all references removed from the Policy Manual. We attach, below, a proposed
draft of a new Clause 12, based in part on sections 6.3 and 6.4 of the Policy
Manual, for consideration by the Board.
A Re-write of Clause 12 in the MAAC By-Laws
The following clause is proposed as an alternative to the current Clause 12 in
MAAC’s By-Laws:12. Member Infractions and Remedies
Like all such organizations, MAAC has a set of rules and regulations which
govern the behaviour of its members. These rules are set out in various
documents of the Association – including these By-Laws and various Safety
Documents, as well as rules pertaining to the various clubs that are affiliated
with MAAC.
12.1 Infringement of Club Rules
Clubs that are affiliated with MAAC are separate entities from MAAC and
have a duty and a responsibility to formulate their own specific rules that
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pertain to any special circumstances applying to that club. A club’s rules may
be in addition to MAAC’s rules, but cannot supersede them.
Infractions of club rules, where they do not represent a violation of MAAC
rules, shall be dealt with by the club leadership. When an infraction is brought
to the attention of the club leadership they shall investigate the nature of
the infraction, seeking witness accounts whenever possible. The evidence of
a single witness shall not be the basis for application of a remedy beyond
a warning unless the violator admits the behaviour. Remedies for contravention of club rules may include suspension or expulsion from the club but
extreme measures of that sort should be a last resort, when all other modes
of discipline have failed. Other modes of discipline should include official
warnings, requirement for further safety or flight training, restriction of use of
club facilities, etc. Refusal to abide by remedies applied, or repeated offences
after lesser remedies have been applied, may lead to the application of more
serious remedies. The aim should be for rehabilitation of the member wherever
possible.
Where club rules mirror requirements in MAAC rules an allegation of an
infraction shall be automatically treated as an allegation of an infraction of
MAAC rules and treated as described below.
12.2 Infringement of MAAC Rules
Allegations of infractions of MAAC rules shall be dealt with by a committee, drawn from the membership, which shall be known as the Disciplinary
Committee. Allegations to be dealt with by the said Committee shall include
allegations of infractions by Directors of the Corporation. No member of the
Board of Directors shall be a member of the Disciplinary Committee. Matters
which come to the attention of club leadership initially, but which involve
infractions of MAAC rules, as described in sub-clause 12.1, shall be referred to
the Disciplinary Committee. Infractions may be reported to the Disciplinary
Committee directly, by anyone, whether a MAAC member or not.
The Chair of the Disciplinary Committee shall be elected by the membership,
but must be a person eligible for membership on the committee. The Chair
of the committee shall form an Ad Hoc Working Sub-Committee to deal
with each matter brought to the attention of the Disciplinary Committee.
The Chair of the Disciplinary Committee shall maintain a list of members
qualified to serve and shall draw upon that list to form each Ad Hoc Working
Sub-Committee. As far as is possible, each Sub-Committee shall have different
membership. Qualified candidates for membership shall be leader members
who are not members of the Board of Directors. The accuser and the accused
shall be given the opportunity to propose members of the Sub-Committee,
presenting their reasons. The
Chair shall have the discretionary power to accept or reject those candidates,
and to include persons who are not leader members, but must provide reasons
for his/her decision to the contesting parties prior to the Sub-Committee
commencing its duties. Each Ad-hoc Committee shall be formed of three
members, plus the Chair, plus any additional members proposed by the accuser or accused and accepted by the Chair.
Whenever an allegation involves a member, either as accuser, accused, or witness, who is otherwise qualified to be a member of the Disciplinary Committee, that member shall be recused from participating as a Committee member
on the matter, except in their role as accuser, accused, or witness.
12.3 Process
The Disciplinary Committee shall inform the member, or members, who have
been accused that the matter is under investigation and the nature, time, and
place of the alleged infraction. The member(s) so accused shall be provided
copies of all evidence that the Disciplinary Committee will take into account
in making their decision, as it becomes available to the Committee, and shall
be given 30 days within which to respond to the allegations. Evidence that is
accepted by the Committee shall be direct and not hearsay, the
Committee shall refuse to hear or take into account any evidence that is not
direct. The committee shall also not take into account any evidence that has
not been provided to the accused in sufficient time for them to prepare to
challenge it. A reasonable request for extension of time to respond shall be
granted.
Upon receipt of all submissions and responses the Committee shall determine
whether it has sufficient evidence upon which to base a determination in the
matter or whether it needs to make further enquiries from the accuser, the
accused, or the witnesses. Any such further enquiries shall be conducted with
the knowledge and participation of all parties to the matter. The choice of a
party not to participate in some part of the proceeding shall not invalidate
it – but the Committee shall take all reasonable steps to ensure that, as far
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as possible, personal circumstances are accommodated in order to ensure full
participation.
12.4 Findings of the Committee

Danger to the property of a member of the public
Danger to the general public.
Danger to MAAC itself, either financially or as an association

The findings of the Disciplinary Committee may fall into any one of the
following categories:Unfounded Allegation
Should the Disciplinary Committee, in its preliminary work, come to the
conclusion that the allegation is frivolous, untrue, or otherwise without merit
to justify formal remedial action, the Disciplinary Committee may advise the
Board that the allegation is unfounded and the matter should be summarily
dismissed.
In the event that the Committee determines that the matter should be
summarily dismissed it shall conduct an investigation to determine whether
there were reasonable grounds for the allegations to have been made, even
though these were eventually determined to be unfounded. In the event that
they find no such grounds, or they find reason to believe that the allegations
were frivolous or vindictive or made for personal reasons, the Committee may
decide to take action against the complainant.
Founded Allegation
Upon reviewing the evidence in support of an allegation, and any responses to
it, the Disciplinary Committee may come to the conclusion that a prima facie
case has been made. At that time the Committee shall take one of two courses of action – either they can determine that they have sufficient information
and can proceed to a decision, or they can decide that they need to conduct
further investigation to establish further facts in the case.
If the committee is of the opinion that they have sufficient information in
order to come to a decision they shall inform all parties to the matter of that
position. The accuser or the accused shall have the right, upon being informed
of that position, to accept it or else to exercise their right to come before the
committee in order to plead their case. If either or both parties exercise that
option, arguments may be made at that time but no further evidence may be
introduced unless full disclosure is made to the committee and to the other
party at least 30 days prior to the hearing before the committee. The hearing
of the matter may be postponed in the event that new evidence is brought to
light which would violate the 30 day limit.
If the committee is of the opinion that it does not have full information in
order to bring the case to a just conclusion it shall convene a hearing at which
it shall seek clarification, question witnesses, and perform such other investigations as will lead, in the committee’s opinion, to a just and fair conclusion
to the matter.
In any hearing of the committee the accused shall be given the opportunity
to challenge the presence of any member of the committee, or any witness,
for their suitability to hear the matter impartially. The accused shall have the
right to request that meetings be held in camera.
Hearings of the committee may be held in-person, if practical, but shall normally be held electronically in order to accommodate participants who may
be physically separate. The committee shall exert diligent efforts to ensure
that the arrangements for such meeting are acceptable to all parties and will
not create a bias against either side.
In order to reach a conclusion of guilt of the accused, the committee must be
unanimous in their decision. It shall be the duty of the Chair to make every
effort to enable the committee to reach a conclusion. Failure to reach such
conclusion shall result in the charges against the accused being dismissed.
12.5 Factors to be Considered.
In making its decisions about matters brought before it, the Disciplinary
Committee shall at all times make due and diligent efforts to ensure that the
following guidelines are adhered to:Not all infractions are of equal severity. It shall be considered whether the
infraction incurs the following:Unacceptable behaviour towards another member while engaged in a
MAAC-related activity
Unacceptable behaviour towards a member of the public while engaged in a
MAAC-related activity

The principal purpose of the discipline process is to ensure that all members
experience safe and enjoyable operation of their model aircraft. To that end,
remedial action in response to the finding of an infraction should be just
that – remedial. In order to modify an accused’s behaviour the Discipline
Committee should apply a graduated set of measures designed to encourage acceptable behaviour, and to discourage the escalation of unacceptable
behaviour. Responses that the committee shall consider are:A warning
Retraining
Written acknowledgment of the infraction and an undertaking of non-recidivism
Suspension
Revocation of membership
Other measures that, in the opinion of the committee, will be more effective
in achieving a desirable outcome.
The committee shall take into account, as far as it is possible to ascertain, all
of the circumstances surrounding the infraction, including:Is this a first offence
Was the accused aware of the infraction prior to committing it.
The evidence of a single witness shall not be the basis for application of a remedy beyond a warning unless the accused admits to the behaviour.
12.6 Reporting of Disciplinary Committee’s Recommendation
At the conclusion of its investigation into an allegation of an infraction the
committee shall report to the Board of Directors with a summary of its findings and its recommendations with respect to remedial action.
The Board of Directors shall consider the recommendation of the Disciplinary
Committee and may seek clarification on any issue which any member of the
Board may wish to raise with the committee.
12.7 Action to be Taken
If all issues raised by the Board are addressed by the Disciplinary Committee
to the satisfaction of the Board and, in particular, the Director who raised the
issue, then the Board shall enact the recommendations of said Committee.
The Board shall not have the power to change the recommendations of the
Disciplinary Committee without that committee’s prior agreement, nor shall
the Board unreasonably withhold agreement that its concerns have been
satisfied.
12.8 Appeals
There shall be a process of appeal – and the appeal shall be heard by a body
which shall include at least some different members from those who made
the initial ruling. The accused, or the accuser, shall be allowed to propose prospective members to be included in an appeals body if he/she can show that
the subject is of a specialized nature that requires the consideration of persons
with such knowledge and/or experience, or if he/she makes the declaration
that they wish such persons to represent them in the hearing. Members so
added shall not form a majority of the appeals body.

Moved By: Roy Smith MAAC #7759L
Seconded By: Richard Barlow MAAC #5744L
Ottawa Valley
Moved By: Leslie Farkas MAAC 21370
Seconded By: Fred Messacar MAAC 25381L
South East Ontario
Board Response: The issues with the disciplinary process are known, but replacing
a volunteer drafted By-law and policy of this level of importance with another
volunteer drafted By-law and policy is unwise, given the seriousness of the situation these are intended to address. MAAC is already in the process of identifying
changes in this process through our Legal Counsel.

Danger to another member’s model in flight.
Danger to another member’s property.
Danger to another member or spectator
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2. Create members-only chat group
Be it RECOMMENDED THAT:
That the board consider “The provision of an internet “chat-group” for
members to express and discuss their opinions on any MAAC or hobby
related topic. This chat group would be accessible and available only to
MAAC members when signed in on the MAAC website. Members would
be able to propose new topics for discussion and volunteers would provide
a moderator function”.
Rationale: A recent article in Model Aviation Canada offered the opinion that
“we in MAAC require clear unfettered communication and freedom of speech”.
To this end, I have long been of the opinion that we need an internet chatgroup for members to express and discuss their opinions. We need to do this
to ensure that MAAC officialdom can better learn and decide what members
want or don’t want.
It is true that there are already many chat groups dedicated to our hobby ,
but we need one within MAAC so that non-members are excluded, and so
as not to “wash our dirty linen” in public. Set up within MAAC, it can be
moderated and controlled. For example bad language need not be tolerated,
and postings that mount personal attacks rather than present constructive
comment can be rejected.
Nothing under our present set up allows members to present and discuss
opinions and preferences in a timely manner. The current method of raising
suggestions by writing them up and submitting them annually for review and
approval is good as far as it goes, but it is slow, and does not adequately allow
MAAC officaldom to gauge the level of support or otherwise for different
policies, nor does it provide members with much opportunity to work together
and improve MAAC and our hobby in a timely manner.

Moved By: Rodney Woolley, MAAC # 26694
Seconded By: Christopher Spring, MAAC # 93392
Ottawa Valley
Board Response: Due to liability issues and the lack of insurance coverage for
hosting a web forum, the board will not be entertaining the addition of a web
forum. Members are reminded to reach out to the association through their zone
directors and committee chairs.

3. Invite ALL members to audit all meetings of both the Board of
Directors and the Executive Committee.
Be it RECOMMENDED THAT:
ALL current members be invited to attend all of the Board of Directors
and/or Executive Committee meetings via the current electronic facilities.
Rationale: This would accomplish the Board of Directors desire to be fully
transparent to the entire membership. The invitation can be sent out by
the “eblast” or other means at a reasonable time prior to the meeting date.
Should the current facility (i.e. Gotomeeting) be unable to handle this, there
should be other electronic packages available which should be able to accomplish this. The current by-law indicates that all notices for the board meeting
must be announced 5 days prior to the meeting. This period of time allows
adequate time for the membership to be properly informed of the upcoming
meeting and how to attend.

Moved By: Fred Messacar MAAC # 25381L
Seconded By: Athol Cohen MAAC # 35223
South East Ontario
Board Response: The Board recognises that the members have a right to audit
meetings, and will take steps to ensure links to open meetings are available to the
members.
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